Breeder Conversations
with Mary-Frances Makichen
In each issue I’ll ask breeders one question about anything connected to the world of Cavaliers. Each of us
as breeders has a unique perspective on that world.There are no right or wrong answers — just the delight
of sharing information and finding out how we’re all alike and different.

What part of the breed standard do you think new breeders or judges
misunderstand or misinterpret the most?

Meredith Johnson-Snyder
Rattlebridge Cavaliers
I believe the most misunderstood part
of the standard is the head and expression
of the Cavalier. I have a background in
working herding dogs so I understand the
need for good construction and structure.
However, as a toy and companion dog, the
Cavalier is meant is to be so pretty, especially in the head, as to give pleasure to
anyone who views him.The characteristic
that sets the Cavalier apart from other
breeds is the head and expression. It is difficulty to say why some breeders, exhibitors, and judges get the head so wrong. I
know that it took me forever to understand the head properties and I am still
learning everyday as I watch my puppies’
head evolve.
The breed standard calls for a plush
head, well-cushioned muzzle and beautiful large, warm brown eyes with a sweet
melting expression. The eyes should radiate the soul of the Cavalier.The ears frame
the face and are set rather high giving the
rounded skull a flat appearance. All these
properties of the head are meant to entrance the viewer.A Cavalier’s head should
be so appealing that it has an “Ahhh” effect on those who see it. Everything about
the head should be soft and round, not
sharp or angular. The muzzle should be
about 1 ½ inches long. In young dogs the
muzzle can appear longer and not as cushioned because the whole head has not filled
out and come into proportion.The Cavalier has a definite stop that’s never to be so
sloping so that it resembles an Engish
Cocker or so abrupt that it resembles an
English toy.The eyes should not be beady,
small, almond shaped, or have a white ring

around them.The standard calls for a scissor bite. If undershot dogs are shown and
put up we are in danger of changing the
shape of the muzzle. Cavaliers should definitely have an underchin that gives strength
to the muzzle and a clean finish. All in all
the head is beautiful; different lines will
have slightly different syles.
The breed type is in the head, outline
of the body (both moving and standing)
and in the temperament. Again, it is very
important to understand that correct head
type and expression are what set the Cavalier apart from other breeds.

Patty Kanan
Torlundy Cavaliers
The word “moderate” can mean different things to different people. As it relates to Cavaliers, it can cause misunderstandings. For instance, Cavaliers were not
intended to have a dripping coat like a
Cocker. Nothing should be extreme in a
Cavalier except for the adorable factor.

Nothing should be extreme
in a Cavalier except for
the adorable factor.
I think judges are challenged with our
breed when they have three dogs in the
ring that all look different but they can all
be of correct type. Understanding type is a
challenge for many.”Cushioning” is probably the ultimate issue for many judges.
That bit of fill under the eye that comes so
late in the development of a dog or bitch.
It can make or break an expression. Cushioning can be difficult to understand.
On a final note, I would encourage

new people to dogs to work at learning
and understanding the mechanics of canine construction. Newer exhibitors
should not be made to feel foolish or shy
about asking these questions. So many
don’t understand what is meant by “good
structure.”They know they’re supposed to
have it but don’t really know what it is.
Let’s face it, if you don’t understand what
good structure is, then how can you breed
for it?

Bettina Sterling
Holyoke Cavaliers
I think the most challenging part of
our breed for new breeders and judges is
the head.There are several areas of the head
that can take time for people to really understand. It can seem almost overwhelming to someone new to Cavaliers.
First, there needs to be a balance of
equal proportions between the top and
bottom of the skull. Although not specifically addressed in the standard, I think there
are many dogs out there that don’t have
the correct proportions relating to height
of top skull and equal distance of bottom
skull, as well as, enough back skull. When
you look at a Cavalier from the side, they
should have a nice proportionate back skull
that does not drop off but flows nicely back
and down into the area where it attaches
to the spinal column. There should also
be an overall softness to the angles or planes
of the head.The muzzle should be full and
seem like a continuation from where it
attaches to the head coming forward and
tapering slightly.There should be cushioning under the eyes maintaining a fullness
where it comes down to the muzzle. Many
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recommendations include an initial CERF
exam to be performed at 8-12 weeks, with
a follow-up exam once the dog reaches 12
months of age, annual exams thereafter until
age 5, and every other year until age 9.
Some points to remember for breeders/owners:
Many Cavalier breeders have tested
regularly for all four of the conditions listed
with CHIC for Cavaliers, but quite a few
have sent in only the hip X-rays. Hips are
scored by OFA radiologists and must be
sent to OFA for a rating. For hearts, patellae, and eyes, the practitioner examining
the dog determines the normal vs. abnormal
status during the exam, and owners know
the results at the time of these exams and
may not bother to organize the paperwork
and send in the registration fees to OFA
or CERF. If test results are not registered
into the OFA/CERF databases, a CHIC
certification cannot be issued. Once issued
CHIC numbers do not expire, but the
CHIC database shows the dates of tests.
OFA records for hips, hearts, and patellae automatically feed into the CHIC
database, as do normal CERF records.
When a Cavalier has had all four tests listed
for its breed, its CHIC certificate will be
issued if all results are normal, or if the
owner has agreed to release abnormal results. The owner receives a certificate and

the information is posted on the CHIC
website.
When one looks up a particular dog’s
CHIC report online, not only is that dog’s
information shown, but if its parents, offspring, half- or full siblings are also in the
OFA database, their names and links to their
results are also available.Access to the databases of information can be very valuable
in researching a stud dog, for example, or
reviewing information on relatives of one’s
own dogs.
When prospective puppy buyers request information on health testing of the
parents of a litter, providing them with the
CHIC numbers of sire and dam can dramatically change the paperwork for the
breeder, who will no longer need to make
copies of each individual test report for
each dog. Prospective buyers can examine
the information online on the CHIC/
OFA databases. This also provides the
puppy buyer the opportunity to check the
parents and other relatives of the litter sire
and dam.
Information found now on the
CHIC/OFA databases is very beneficial –
imagine how helpful continued input into
these databases will be in years to come.
The CHIC data will be of great use to
researchers in the future as well as breeders.We encourage all Cavalier breeders to
seek CHIC numbers for their dogs.

For more information about CHIC, OFA,
Health Databases, and Cavaliers:
www.ACKCSC.org/health.html
www.caninehealthinfo.org – Canine Health Information Center (CHIC)
website
www.caninehealthinfo.org/search.html – CHIC Database
www.offa.org – OFA website
www.offa.org/search.html – OFA Database
http://www.offa.org/dbaserole.html – article “The OFA and the Role of
Canine Health Databases” by Eddie Dziuk
American Cavalier Newsletter, Spring 2004, p. 17 (CHIC Fact Sheet)
ACKCSC Annual & National Specialty Catalog, May 27th-29, 2004, pp. 910; 79-80 – information re CHIC and Cavaliers
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Cavaliers fall off sharply from the eye down
which gives a very sharp/harsh look. The
muzzle should be clean—it should not be
jowly—and the lips should not be pendulous.The eyes should be placed straight on
and well spaced. The eyes should be big,
round, and dark which makes for a soft
expression.A dark eye rim adds to the softness of the Cavalier’s expression. The ears
should be high but not on top of the head.
The ears should literally frame the face of
a Cavalier. I love to see a Cavalier looking
alert with their ears fanned forward. Also,
the head should be in proportion to the
rest of the body. You don’t want to see a
big head on a small body or small head on
a big body.
When someone new to the breed is
trying to understand correct head type, I
always advise them to first look at the overall impression they get from a dog’s face
and expression. Do not try to analyze all
the different parts of the head, right off.
At first glance, the head should be visually
soft and pleasing.There should be a melting, limpid quality to the face/ head that
you see right away. It’s important to understand that you can have four dogs with
a different look to the head but they can
all be of the correct type. I think the key
to understanding the Cavalier head is to
observe as many Cavaliers as possible and
especially at a big specialty show. Findings numbers of Cavaliers used to be limited to the National Specialty, however,
now there are many sanctioned regional
clubs where judges will be able to come
and observe, be mentored and also attend
breed seminars, thus giving them the opportunity to study and prefect their eye
for this lovely and unique breed. Once
you see the classic Cavalier head this will
all fall into place. Then you must commit
it to memory, so that it can serve as a template for which you can compare and contrast all other Cavaliers that you observe
and judge.

